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Household Tool Set 38 pcs Deli Tools EDL1038J 
The  Deli  set  contains  38  tools  that  you  are  sure  to  use.  Whether  you're  assembling  a  cabinet,  kitchen  accessories  or  a  lamp,  the
EDL1038J  comes in handy in these and similar  situations.  All  elements of  the set  are placed in a practical  case,  thanks to which their
storage will  be  simple  and convenient.  The set  includes:  a  knife  with  adjustable  blade length,  10 spare blades,  a  3 m long water  and
fire-resistant  insulation  tape,  a  2 m  long  rolling  tape  measure,  2  screwdrivers  with  non-slip  grip,  stainless  steel  pliers,  a  carbon  steel
hammer,  an  adjustable  wrench  (8")  with  chrome  finish,  fire-resistant  Teflon  tape,  nylon  zip  ties,  set  of  6  nickel-plated  hex  wrenches,
stainless steel tweezers, scissors, stainless steel spirit level, set of hex sockets, and corrosion-resistant voltage tester for sockets from
100-500V. 
 
Household Tool Set Deli Tools EDL1038J 
The  Deli  set  contains  38  tools  that  you  are  sure  to  use.  Whether  you're  assembling  a  cabinet,  kitchen  accessories  or  a  lamp,  the
EDL1038J  comes in handy in these and similar  situations.  All  elements of  the set  are placed in a practical  case,  thanks to which their
storage will be simple and convenient. The set includes: a knife with adjustable blade length, 10 spare blades, a 3m long water and fire
resistant insulation tape, a 2m long rolling tape measure, 2 screwdrivers with non-slip grip, stainless steel pliers, a carbon steel hammer,
an adjustable wrench (8") with chrome finish, fire-resistant Teflon tape, nylon zip ties, set of 6 nickel-plated hex wrenches, stainless steel
tweezers, scissors, stainless steel spirit level, set of hex sockets, and corrosion-resistant voltage tester for sockets from 100-500V.
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Knife with breakaway blade and spare blades
You can use this knife to cut paper, pipes, leather material or boards. The ABS plastic finish and ergonomic design make it comfortable to
use, and the durable SK5 blade guarantees precision. In addition, the knife is equipped with a special lock to avoid injury. It consists of 8
parts, so you can use it for a long time. All you have to do is to break off a part of the blade in a designated place when it is no longer
sharp. To avoid cutting yourself,  use the plastic guard at the end of the knife. If  necessary, use the included carbon steel blades. The
package contains 10 pieces of 15 parts each.
 
Insulating tape, Teflon tape, and tape measure
The set includes insulating tape, which you will use, among other things, to connect cable ends. It is resistant to fire, moisture and wear.
Its length is 3m. The PTFE (Teflon) tape is useful for sealing pipe connections. In addition, it is resistant to corrosion. In the package you
will also find a 2m measuring tape, which will be useful every day for various measurements. Its roll-up design makes it easy to store,
carry and use.
 
Screwdrivers, pliers, voltage testers
The flathead screwdriver and Phillips screwdriver are made of durable materials. The matte grips are non-slip, which makes them very
comfortable to use. The strong magnet at the end of the handle ensures stability. The pliers are made of Type 45 carbon steel, and the
PVC  plastic  handle  prevents  the  tool  from  slipping  and  is  comfortable  to  use.  The  hardness  level  of  the  pliers  is  54-62HRC,  which
guarantees precise cutting. The tester allows you to check the voltage from 100-500V. It  is  made of material  with a hardness level of
40Cr. The nickel-plated finish provides strength and corrosion resistance. Additionally, its use is simple and convenient.
 
Adjustable wrench and carpentry hammer
The  200mm  long  adjustable  wrench  is  made  of  steel  and  is  corrosion  resistant  thanks  to  its  chrome  plated  finish.  It  also  has  an
adjustment function and is easy and convenient to use. The carpenter's hammer is distinguished by its robust carbon steel construction.
The non-slip handle guarantees stability and comfort in use.
 
Precision screwdrivers, narrow tweezers, zip ties
The set comes with a set of 6 hex wrenches with orbital heads. They are suitable for measuring tools, watches, etc. Finished with nylon,
they are durable and corrosion resistant. The narrow stainless steel tweezers resist bending and are durable thanks to the rubber cover.
The cable ties are made of nylon and are highly resistant to fire. You can use them to connect bundles of cables, tubes, hoses, or wires.
 
Spirit level, scissors, hexagon socket set + screwdriver
The aluminum spirit level makes it easy to determine the level of a construction and allows you to mount a shelf, for example, correctly.
Thanks to its aluminum and compact design, it is lightweight and convenient to use. The stainless steel scissors are sharp and ensure
precise cutting, while the ABS handle is comfortable to use and prevents the scissors from slipping out of your hand. In the set you will
also find a 6.3 mm knob and a set of 6 hexagonal sockets. They are made of chrome vanadium steel type 50BV30.
 
Included
 1x Voltage tester 
 1x Tape measure 2m 
 1x Scissors 
 1x Insulating tape 
 1x Long straight nose pliers 160 mm (6 ') 
 1x 5x75 (mm) slotted screwdriver 
 1x Phillips screwdriver PH1 x 75mm 
 1x Knife with snap blade 18 mm 
 1x Spare blades 18 mm, 10 pieces 
 1x Claw hammer 0.25 kg 
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 1x Adjustable wrench 200mm (8 ") 
 1x Teflon tape 
 1x Cable tie kit 
 1x Narrow tweezers 
 1x Spirit level 100 mm 
 1x Precision screwdriver sets (ph00, ph0, ph1, ph1.0 ph1.2 ph1.6 mm) 
 1x Knob for 6.3 mm sockets 
 1x 6.3mm hex socket set (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 mm) 
Brand
Deli
Product name
Toolkit
Model
EDL1038J
Number of tools
38
Weight
2,350 g
Dimensions
360 x 270 x 60 mm
Color
Yellow

Price:

€ 27.99

Tools, Tool sets
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